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Will Go for
Short Week
Next Year
SAN FRANCISCO—ILWU Local 6 held its annual convention
here April 27 and instructed the
officers of the union to go for a
7-hour day, 35-hour week in negotiations due in 1964.

More than
400 delegates from warehouses and plants of San Francisco Bay
Area and other points of Northern California attended the

Big Warehouse Convention

ILWU Warehouse Local 6 Annual Convention April 27 in
the ILWU auditorium, San Francisco. The delegates voted
to go for a seven-hour day in 1964 negotiations. (Other
pictures on Page 9.)

Gov. Brown Hits Do-Nothings'

ILWU Legislative Meet Concentrates
On Strikebreaking, Fair Housing Bills
SACRAMENTO — The 60 representatives of various California
ILWU locals who attended a legislative conference here April 18-19
voted to concentrate the union's
energies in support of two measures
pending before the California Legislature—a bill to outlaw strikebreakers and a proposed state fair housing law.
Other measures, including the
ILWU's own proposed dock safety
law, will not be neglected, but the
anti-strikebreaker measure and the
proposed law to make racial discrimination in the sale, rental or
lease of housing illegal were given
Special priority.
Leaders in the ILWU's Northern
and Southern California District
Councils, who organized the gathering, proclaimed it the most successful ILWU legislative conference ever
held in Sacramento.
NOTABLES ATTEND
Gov. Edmund G. Brown attended
for the first time, addressing a
luncheon session at the El Mirador
Hotel on Thursday, April 18.
Others who attended and addressed the delegates included Lieutenant Governor Glenn Anderson,

various assemblymen and senators
and a number of legislative advocates from other labor, pension and
allied organizations as well as representatives of various state agencies.
The theme that ran through almost all comment at the conference was the inertia of the legislators. Speaker after speaker—from
the governor on down—complained
that the 1963 session of the California Legislature seems, by design, to
be determined to accomplish very
little.
Gov. Brown said, "There isn't a
single, solitary thing this time that's
going to be easy. We're up against
the most powerful lobby I've ever
seen."
Brown didn't spell out the nature
of the lobby arrayed against him and
his program, but the delegates could
scarcely escape the conclusion that
the corporate forces of California,
who lobby here in vast depth, are
looking with something less than
favor upon Brown's program, which
he called "difficult to sell to the
legislature."
Lieut. Gov. Anderson said almost
the same thing. "I want to say this

Who Said It?
When more and more people are thrown out of work, unemployment results.
(See back page for name of author)

is not the easiest session. Much of
the social legislation is having some
pretty tough uphill going. I think
it's going to be a good session, but.I
know it is not going to be easy."
Assemblyman Phillip Burton (DSF) had a reason for this.
He said California's 1962 election
was "by and large an election without issues" in contrast to 1958 when
the compulsory open shop proposal on the ballot plus other issues,
such as the demand for fair employment practices legislation, made the
campaign "a debate on issues."
ACTION FROM HOME
The only thing that will shatter
the inertia, Burton declared, is some
action from home.
"We've only got about two months
left. We need some sense of urgency
in the capitol. We're not getting any
sense of urgency from the people
back home. We've got a major unemployment problem in this state.
The important thing is that you've
got to let them know you are concerned."
Coleman Blease, lobbyist for the
Southern California American Civil
Liberties Union, also dwelt on the
"do-nothing" theme.
"This session has with few exceptions been a session that is doing
nothing. Much of the governor's program—and it is by and large a good
program—is going down the drain."
Nate DiBiasi, one of the ILWU's
own legislative representatives, also
(Continued on Page 4)

More than 400 delegates at the
convention represented houses and
plants spread over the Bay Area and
Northern California.
The Local 6 demand, which calls
for no loss in takehome, will be referred to the Joint Northern California Committee of ILWU and the
Teamsters. In the past two contracts
the two unions have made joint demands and conducted joint negotiations with the employer associations.
LONG OVERDUE
Speakers at the convention, including ILWU President Harry
Bridges, Secretary-Treasurer Louis
Goldblatt and Local 6 President
Charles Duarte stressed the shorter
work week was a long overdue social
gain, and that forgoing of a wage
increase to make it can be later corrected.
Another instruction of the convention was aimed at solution of
the automation and unemployment
problem in the warehouse industry.
The delegates approved a report of
the officers which called for a fund
based upon the basic principles of
the longshore Mechanization and
Modernization Fund Agreement.
The convention called upon President Kennedy to carry out his
"oath of office and enforce the Constitution of the United States and
take steps so that the Congress of
the United States set itself up as a
legal body in conformity with the
Constitution."
14TH AMENDMENT
The reference was to the 14th
Amendment, which requires that a
state's representation be limited to
that portion of the constituency
which is not denied the vote.
Mississippi, which has six congressmen, would be entitled to only
one under the constitution.
Another action was a demand for
repeal of the McCarran Act titled
the Subversives Activities Act of
1950, and a pledge of all-out support
for Roscoe Proctor and Martin
Jiminez, Local 6 members victimized by the act.
The convention heard and applauded the first announcement
that Percy Moore, prominent Negro
leader, would be a candidate this fall
for a seat on the San Francisco
Board of Supervisors. Moore, a graduate of the University of California
who majored in political economy,
has been for the past ten years
jointly employed by warehouse employers and the union as director of
the welfare and pension funds for
Northern California. He is active in
many civic and church organizations.
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PEAKING BEFORE the recent ILWU convention in San
Francisco, James Hoffa, president of the Teamster's
Union, reminded the delegates of a prediction he made in
1959 regarding the Kenndy-Landrum-Griffin Law.
The bill was sponsored by then Senator John F. Kennedy. During the hearings, Hoffa spoke against the bill. He
said he told Senator Kennedy that if the bill passed "it
would be a vehicle to make strikebreakers out of every union
man in America."
Kennedy replied, said Hoffa, by stating, "If there ever
comes a day that this law makes a strikebreaker out of a
single man, I'll be the first to change the law."
The bill was passed in April, 1959. On February 26, 1963,
Hoffa's prediction came true. On that day, the National
Labor Relations Board unanimously ruled that union members could not refuse to handle struck or unfair goods or
refuse to give service to other employers involved in a labor
dispute.
President Kennedy has done nothing about this, forgetting his promise made in 1959. At that time he was full of
promises. In his campaign for the Presidency, he desperately needed labor's votes. If he had lived up to the promises he made during that campaign he would have been
the best friend of labor ever to sit in the White House.
The bill—John L. Lewis called it "a cast-iron chastity
belt" on all union men—has interesting antecedents. These
began with the Taft-Hartley Act of 1947, passed over President Truman's veto. In 1949, Truman again recommended
repeal. This recommendation died in Congress.
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HE ANNUAL convention of Northern
California warehousemen of Local 6 last
week instructed the officers to shoot for the
7-hour day, 35-hour week in the contract
which will replace their present agreement
in June, 1964. Just two weeks earlier the
Longshore, Shipclerks and Walking Boss
Caucus of ILWU ordered exploration of the
possibility of trading off the June, 1964,
wage increase to adjust to 7-hour shifts.
These actions indicate the growing awareness in the ranks of the union of the seriousness of the unemployment problem.
There appears at hand realization that
more is to be gained by going for the shorter week now than by continuing to allow
it to be staved off in exchange for a few
crumbs from swollen profits.
The figures and forecasts on unemployment are ominous. Here is what has happened in the ten-year period ending in
January this year:
Factory production jobs down 1,790,000;
production up 29 percent.
Mining jobs down 243,000; output up 10
percent.
Farm jobs down 2,300,000; production up
15 percent.
And the prospects are that 2,000,000
workers per year will be displaced by machines to join in misery the admitted
4,700,000 presently unemployed and the
1,400,000 war babies reaching (un)employment age each year. That makes a possibility for next year of 8,200,000 total unemployed.
If patience has not by that time come to
an end, as John L. Lewis has marveled that
it has not already, we can look for the
figure to swell to 11,600,000 in the following
year.

T

HESE figures indicate that even the 7hour day will do no more than alleviate
the situation—not cure it. Other adjustments have to be won on the legislative and
governmental fronts, as well. Assuming that
all industry went on the 35-hour week—
that is, genuinely as opposed to 40 hours of
work being sweated out in 35 hours—there
would be created an estimated 8,300,000 new
jobs.
To meet what is going to be needed in the
next few years, a more realistic week would
be 30 hours and the creation of an estimated 20,100,000 new jobs.

T

PRESIDENT

Kennedy is as one with the
owners of industry in opposition to the
shorter week. He proposes as alternate solution to unemployment a reduction in
taxes on the Hooverian theory that if the
rich are made richer money will trickle
down and make jobs; that fatter profits
will be plowed back into plant expansion. In
face of the facts it is hard to see how he
or his economic advisors can reach such
conclusion.
Firstly, US industry already has vast unused capacity, so what is the point of expanding? Secondly, a great deal of the
present swollen US profits are being invested in cheap-labor and cheap-tax plants
abroad. More of same sent abroad is not
going to put Americans to work.
And, supposing that his theory is correct
to the extent that the bonanza money will
be invested in expansion of US plants, then
what kind of expansion? It is only logical
that industry will go for more machinery
which will only add to automation unemployment.
The President in 1962 gave the corporations a $21/2 billion 10 percent tax cut to
give them incentive for rapid automating.
It sent profits up to a record high. It left
total unemployment right where it was, and
where it is today, an admitted 5.8 percent
of the work force.
The shorter work week is the only meaningful counter to the growing isle of misery
that lies in our ocean of abundance.

(
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RESIDENT EISENHOWER in 1954, 1955 and 1956 recommended 15 amendments to the T-H Act to remove the
anti-labor features. Congress refused to act. As bad as the
T-H Act was, it failed to satisfy the greed of labor's enemies.
They claimed the Act had "too many loopholes" benefitting
labor unions.
This picture of labor leaders as modern day highwaymen
was carefully built up in newspapers and magazines. It
became a national sensation when the Senate Select Committee on Improper Activities in the Labor or Management
Field, headed by Senator McClellan, in 1957, launched an
all-out attack on Hoffa and the Teamster's Union. Robert
Kennedy, now US Attorney General, was chief attorney for
the committee.
The "investigation" of Hoffa's union made scare headlines across the nation. The hearings appeared at length
on television, were reported on the radio and generally
given circus publicity treatment. A carefully contrived thing
out of the late Senator McCarthy's book—distortions, flat
lies, frameups, half-truths. This Madison Avenue circus went
on for months. Nearly every week saw one or more new
union officials subpoenaed. Hoffa was hauled before the
committee time after time. People who backed President
Kennedy were not bothered. The average citizen had a picture firmly planted in his mind that every union official
was corrupt, hauling the union out on strike for the purpose of bribery or other gain.
It was in this atmosphere that Senator Kennedy introduced his bill (S 1555). When it went to the House, the
Landrum-Griffin bill, the Barden bill, the Ervin bill—all
with similar aims—were jointly examined by the Education
and Labor Committee. Senator Morse made a valiant fight
to recommit the bill and remove its anti-labor features.
Hearings on the bills went on for months. John L. Lewis,
testifying before the Committee said, "The Barden bill has
88 kinds of misery for a member of a labor union. The
Kennedy-Ervin bill merely has about 66 pages of misery."
(Testimony printed in The Dispatcher, June 5, 1959.)
Altar—itA—Ndidgr.
EWIS WENT on to say, "These interests that are promoting these bills shouldn't be satisfied with the misery
they have cooked up. . . . They should simply write a bill
and say 'It shall be unlawful for any citizen of the United
States to join or be a member of a labor union.'"
In spite of Lewis' protests, in spite of the protests of
other union leaders—with the notable exception of some
of the AFL-CIO leadership who were described as "attempting to compromise with the headman's axe" the bill went
forward. The final, compromise bill, which was mainly Landrum-Griffin amendments to the Taft-Hartley Law, lived
up to the darkest predictions of its opponents.
It outlawed secondary boycotts, hot cargo contracts,
many forms of picketing. It gave the government power to
turn every union man into a strikebreaker as Hoffa had
predicted and as the recent NLRB ruling confirmed.
Generally speaking, unless there is a crisis, the K-L-G
Law will be applied slowly and only here and there. President Kennedy still values labor's vote and he needs it to
win reelection in 1964. That will be his second and last term.
The great danger will come once that election is past.
Already the foes of labor in business and in congress are
mapping plans for an all-out drive against wages and working conditions to begin then.
That will be the time when we learn, in full measure,
the shackling effects of the K-L-G Law. We'll be even further shackled with compulsory arbitration. Unless organized
labor puts its muscle into the fight to reverse this law,
we'll be paying for that failure for years.

L
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ILWU Approves

AFL-CIO Beaten

Fish Bills
Considered
By Senate

TeamosWin
Decisive
Philly Vote

WASHINGTON, D.C.—The Senate
Commerce Committee is holding
hearings on a series of fish-industry
bills which were covered by many of
the resolutions adopted by the recent
ILWU Fifteenth Biennial Convention.
These include a ship construction
subsidy program, restoration of collective bargaining rights to fishermen, federal aid to the states for
fishery research, construction of
trawlers for experimental purposes,
and a medical care bill for self-employed fishermen.
Testifying before the committee
April 25, on three of the bills, ILWU
Washington Representative Jeff
Kibre assured the committee that in
the judgment of the ILWU the bills
"serve the interest of the fishing industry and will help provide a much
needed morale boost to our hard-hit
fishermen."
The three bills under consideration at this hearing were:
• A medical care bill which would
restore to self-employed fishermen
eligibility for medical care benefits
under the Public Health Service Act
—benefits which were available from
1798 to 1954 until they were denied
by an administrative ruling.
Kibre said passage of the bill
would wipe out an inequity and restore a service that fishermen enjoyed historically and "to which
they are properly entitled at the
present time."
• A bill to promote state fishery
research, which has 29 co-sponsors
in the Senate, including Senators
Bartlett, Magnuson, Jackson, Gruening, Neuberger, Inouye and Morse
from the West Coast, Alaska and
Hawaii.
This bill to provide Federal support to assist in the production of
necessary food by authorizing some
$5 million annualy to provide additional information needed for the
extegsive harvesting of the seas.
Kibre testified this "is certainly in
the nation's interest at a time when
the world is turning more and more
to the oceans as a source of low-cost
protein food."
• A bill to authorize government
construction and operation of two
modern stern ramp trawlers, to be
used for experimental purposes, to
enable the US fishing fleet to keep
abreast of the most modern methods
of harvesting ground fish. Similar
vessels are now in operation by other
countries, notably the Soviet Union,
Kibre noted.
Early in May, the bill providing a
ship construction subsidy program
comparable to that for the Merchant
Marine will be considered and later
a hearing will be held on the bill to
restore collective bargaining rights
to fishermen.
Both of these actions are vigorously supported by the ILWU, and
were unanimously endorsed by the
last international convention in San
Francisco.

SAN FRANCISCO — "Congratulations on your most significant victory in Philadelphia against the
combined forces of AFL-CIO and
Administration. It is added proof,
if such were necessary, of the confidence of American workers in your
leadership."
This message, signed by ILWU
President Harry Bridges and Secretary-Treasurer Louis Goldblatt, was
wired this week to Teamster President James R. Hoffa after announcement in Philadelphia of the
better than 2-to-1 margin in the
vote taken Sunday, April 28 when
regular Teamster members decisively trounced a rebel group seeking
to return four Teamster locals to
the AFL-CIO.
The official tally announced by
the National Labor Relations Board
after four days of balloting was
4,893 for the IBT to 2,550 for the
rebel group, which called itself the
"Voice of the Teamsters" and had
the open support of AFL-CIO President George Meany.
WON'T BE FOOLED
When informed of the results of
the election, which has been regarded as a major test of strength
between the Teamsters and the
AFL-CIO, Hoffa told the Herald
Tribune News Service:
"These figures are tremendous. It
proves once again that the truckers
will not be fooled by Meany or any
tricks of the Voice."
Hoffa himself took a hand in
leading the campaign by establishing his headquarters in Philadelphia
several months ago. In a news conference after the election, Hoffa
also remarked that he was willing
to let "bygones be bygones" with the
rebel group.
The four teamster locals, representing some 8400 drivers and helpers, covered groups in Philadelphia,
parts of New Jersey, Delaware and
Maryland.
The result was in sharp contrast
to a previous election last November
which was won by the Teamsters by
some 600 votes. The NLRB voided
that election and ordered a new
one, which turned into a far more
decisive victory for the International
Brotherhood of Teamsters.

The men appointed by the 15th Biennial
Convention to conduct the referendum
ballot for 1963, are seen here as they met in San Francisco April 19 with OTfice
Manager Martha Amyes, to assign ballots to each of the locals. Voting is already
underway or scheduled in all locals. Balloting must be completed by May 25,
and all results in at International headquarters by June 4. In addition to International officers, who were renominated without opposition, ballots will include
Executive Board members from each area, and in the case of longshore and
clerks' locals two members of the Coast Labor Relations Committee. Seen left
to right are Joseph Campion, Local 34; George Lucero, Local 11; Charles Murray, Local 6 (chairman); and John Rendell, Local 54. A fifth member of the
committee is Martin Callaghan, Local 10, who attended the ILWU legislative
conference held on the same day at Sacramento.

Balloting Committee

All ILWU Locals Set Vote
In International Referendum
SAN FRANCISCO—All ILWU
locals on the West Coast, Canada,
Alaska and Hawaii have either voted
or have scheduled elections in the
1963 referendum for International
officers, Executive Board members
and, in the case of longshore and
clerks locals, to select two members
of the Coast Labor Relations Committee.
The balloting committee, appointed by the Fifteenth Biennial
Convention to conduct the referendum ballot, met April 19 to assign
ballots to the locals on the basis of
per capita payments for the most
recent three months' period.
Ballots were forwarded to locals
and were scheduled to be in the
hands of the local secretary no later
than April 30.
DEADLINE SET
The balloting committee emphasized that the balloting must be
completed by May 25, 1963. The International office must be notified
of the results by June 4, 1963. If returns are not received by this date,
ballots will be declared null and void,
it was stated.
In addition Northern California
locals were informed that inasmuch
as two members from the same local
are running for the Executive Board,
the local balloting committees were
advised that the ILWU Constitution
provides: "there shall not be over
one Executive Board member from
any one local."
Each local is responsible for
counting its ballots and must send
in an officially signed tabulation to
the International balloting committee in order that the local may be

officially recorded as having conducted the election.
The committee urged every local
to encourage all members to vote.
The international balloting committee includes: Charles Murray,
Local 6; Chairman, George Lucero,
Local 11; Joseph Campion, Local 34;
John Rendell, Local 54; and Martin
Callaghan, Local 10.

Local 8, Portland, Ore.
Local 8, ILWU, Portland, Oregon,
will hold its final election May 17,
18 and 20, 1963, to fill the offices of
dispatchers, business agent, labor
relations committee member, international officers, coast committee
and one member of the ILWU executive board. Polling will be at Hiring Hall, 422 N.W. 17th Ave, Portland, Ore.
Local 13, Wilmington
Local 13, ILWU,Wilmington, Calif.,
will hold its election May 20, 21 and
22 to fill the offices of International
president, vice president, secretarytreasurer, and two members of the
ILWU executive board, and two
members of the Coast Labor Relations Committee. Polling will be at
231 W. "C" St., Wilmington, Calif.
Retain Railroad Crew Size
SALEM—On the governor's desk
for signature is a bill keeping the
current size of train crews in Oregon,
though the railroads wanted to cut
the number of brakemen from three
to two. Labor wanted to increase the
crew to four.

Harbor News Lauds Longshoremen
PORTLAND—The current issue of
Harbor News, slick publication of the
Commission of Public Docks, lauds
local longshoremen for "dependability and efficiency.

Lie Defector Ban
Is Passed in Oregon
SALEM—The bill to ban lie detectors is on Governor Hatfield's desk,
after passing both houses by substantial majorities. There is every
indication he will sign the measure,
ILWU lobbyist George DesBrisay reported.
Among several civil right measures still to be acted on at one of
the longest sessions on record is a
bill to amend the state apprenticeship law so as to prohibit discrimination against non-whites. Out of
2600 apprentices working under the
present program, only two are Negroes.

•

was
Historic Sugar Agreement This
the scene
in Honolulu as ILWU and sugar industry negotiators wound
up the historic sugar agreement which saw Local 142 sugar
workers win their full wage demands—after two days on
the bricks, and after months of stop and go negotiations.
Other significant gains were made in working conditions,

holidays, pay differentials, medical and dental services,
severance pay, and other items. The two-year agreement,
scheduled to run until January 31, 1965, included a 15 cents
per hour increase this year—retroactive to )ast February,
and 10 cents per hour next year. The agreement is subject
to ratification of the membership, with membership ballot,ing scheduled between April 29 and May 10.
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Some three score ILWU District
Council delegates from Northern
and Southern California met in the state capital April 18-19 to hear Governor
Edmund (Pat) Brown scorch the "do-nothings" in the legislature, and call for
help from trade unionists because, he said, "We're up against the most powerful
lobby I've ever seen." Other notables in the state agencies, and in both houses,
also spoke of the tough opposition against liberal programs, and called for more

The Sacramento Scene

"help from home." The two-day conference concentrated on fair housing and
anti-strikebreaking bills. Seen above in the left panel are Henry Schmidt, president of the Northern California District Council, Bill Lawrence, president of the
Southern California Council, and (hidden) Michael Johnson, secretary of the
northern group. In the center panel are some of the 60 ILWU delegates, and at
the right, Governor Brown is seen speaking, and seated is Tom Chapman, secretary of the Southern California Council.

Action From House Needed to Goad 'Do-Nothing'
Solons and Push Through a Pro-Labor Program
(Continued from Page 1)
called for action when he said the
legislature "seems to be hesitant to
get important bills started." He told
the delegates to urge legislators to
"get off their duffs and start doing
something." He added, "We don't
want to see all the important bills
up in the last few weeks."
DiBiasi pointed out that the legislators have been working an average
of three-and-a-half days a week
since January. Both houses have
been in the habit of adjourning for
the weekend by noon Thursday. This
Is par for the course in the early
days of the session but never before
been continued so far into Apirl.

No one undertook to pin down the
responsibility for this deliberately
slow pace. The name of Assembly
Speaker Jesse M. Unruh was never
mentioned, although Michael Johnson, the other ILWU legislative representative, did alude by name to
Sen. Hugh M. Burns (D-Fresno), the
speaker pro-tern of the state senate,
and to refer indirectly to Unruh.
"Every time," said Johnson, "that
the governor sends a message to the
legislature, Sen. Hugh Burns, the
president pro tern of the senate, and
the speaker of the assembly pour
could water on it."
Both DiBiasi and Johnson expressed the fear that the calculated

Pray for Workers of World'
SAN FRANCISCO—The invoca- pathy with his fellows. Teach
tion on the opening day of the them to keep step in a steady onin their own way
15th Biennial Convention of ILWU ward march,and
by bearing the
law
Thy
to
fulfill
was delivered by Reverend John
common burdens of the commuR. Washington of the Pilgrim nity and world.
Congregational Community
"Grant the organizations of laChurch. Reverend Washington bor and management quiet pasaid:
tience and prudence in all dis"Oh God, Thou mightiest putes and fairness to see the
Worker of the Universe, Source of other side. Save them from malall strength and Author of all ace and bitterness. Save them
unity, ii?e pray Thee,for the work- from the headlong folly which
ers of the world, for those who ruins a fair cause. Raise up among
labor without adequate reward, them still more leaders of able
for those who perfect their skills mind and large heart, and give
for better performance, for those them grace to find and follow Thy
who direct the labors of others, counsel.
for those who adapt machines to
"When laborers strive for leisure
fit man's heavy burdens, for those and health and welfare benefits
who trade and those who trans- and a better wage, do Thou grant
port, for those who mine and their cause success. But teach
those who smelt, for those ap- them not to waste their day
prentices and craftsmen and for along fleeting paths, but to use
all who contribute to the health it in building a nobler manhood.
and welfare of their fellows
"Grant all classes of our nation
through their industry and their and world a larger comprehension
effort, dear God, we thank Thee. for the aspiration of labor and for
And as their Work binds them to- the courage and worth of every
gether in comtriirrn toil and danger, worker, that they may cheer them
may their hearts be knit together in their struggles and understand
for their common interests and them in their sins. And may the
destiny.
upward climb of labor, in its de"Help them realize that the in- feats and victories, in the farthest
jury of deprivation of one is the reaches bless all classes of the
concern of all, and that the wel- world. And build up for the chalfare of all must be the aim of lenges of the future a great body
everyone,
of workers, strong of limb, skilled
"May opportunities for training, In ability, clear of mind, fair in
employment, upgrading and of- temper, glad to labor, conscious of
fice-holding be available to all on their worth,and striving together
the basis of merits alone. If any of for the final brotherhood of all
them is tempted to sell the birth- men.
"In the name of Jesus Christ,
right of his class for a mess of
Lord and Savior, we pray.
our
a
give
him
himself,
for
pottage
wider outlook and a nobler sym- Amen."

delay in the pace of the session is
being aimed at creating a logjam of
confusion in June. Bills tend to get
lost or mislaid in such logjams.
RUMFORD BILL
Many of the delegates sat in on a
hearing on one of the bills they selected for key emphasis, Assemblyman William Byron Rumford's fair
housing measure (AB 124).
Rumford's fair housing bill passed
the state assembly in a somewhat
diluted form on Thursday, April 26,
and is now pending in senate committee. A similar measure was killed
in senate committee in 1961.
SENATE IS NEXT
The 47-25 vote of approval the
bill received in the assembly was
not unexpected, and emphasis at the
ILWU parley was on bringing pressure to bear on the senate. ILWU
members are being urged to write
their state senators expressing their
approval of AB 1240, the Rumford
fair housing bill.
Concentration on the bill to outlaw use of professional strikebreakers was voted after Tom Chapman of
Local 26 noted that the use of strikebreakers is increasing and that such
a law would create "a better balance
of power." The bill is AB 1938 and
was introduced by Assemblyman
Nicholas Petris (D-Oakland).
Chapman also emphasized there
is need to extend unemployment insurance to strikers after five weeks,
putting them in the same position as
workers who quit. "Now," he said,
"when a strike starts there is no
equality."
The man mainly responsible for
introduction of the anti-strikebreaking bill, Jimmy Raymond of
the Allied Printing Trades, addressed
the conference and had high praise
for the ILWU.
More representatives of other
unions than ever before attended the
conference. In addition to Raymond,
these include Tom Consiglio of the
Steelworkers, Leonard M. Wickliffe
of the Railroad Brotherhoods, and
William Plosser of the American
Federation of Teachers.
INSPIRATION
Representatives of other groups,in
addition to Blease, included Pension
Leader George McLain, who said,
"There's a reluctance on the part
of legislators and the administration
to adopt any new laws for benefit of
the people because they would cost
money." Dolores Huerta of the Community Service Organization called
the ILWU "a great inspiration."
Also present were Joe Gunterman
of the Friends Committee on Legislation, and William Becker of the

California Committee for Fair Practices.
Legislators who attended, in addition to those already mentioned,
included Sen. Albert S. Rodda
(D-Sacto), Sen. Alvin C. Weingand
(D-Santa Barbara) and Sen. Eugene
G. Nisbet (D-Upland).
Assemblymen, in addition to Burton and Rumford, who appeared included Majority Leader Jerome
Waldie (D-Antioch), Rules Committee Chairman Tom Bane (D-North
Hollywood), Vincent Thomas (D-San
Pedro), Philip L. Soto (La Puente),
John P. Quimby (D-San Bernardino), Al .Alquist (D-San Jose), William Stanton (D-San Jose), Charles
Meyers (D-SF), John Foran (D-SF),
John Moreno (D-Santa Fe Springs),
Bert Henson (D-Ventura), Edwin L.
Z'Berg (D-Sacto), and one Republican, Carl A. Britschgi of Redwood
City.
Agency people included Sigmund
Arywitz, chief of the state Division
of Labor Law Enforcement; State
Consumer Counsel Helen Nelson,
Miriam Johnson, minority specialist
for the state Department of Employment, Hugh McColl, special assistant
to Sen. Stanley Arnold (D-Susanville) and Tom Jo of the state Department of Mental Hygiene.
The conference was presided over
jointly by William Lawrence of the
Southern California District Council and Henry Schmidt of the Northern California District Council.
On motion of Helen Robello of the
ILWU Auxiliary both councils will at
their next meeting consider the
question of closer working relationship with the California Democratic
Council.

Speak Up Now
SACRAMENTO—All California
ILWU locals, pension clubs and
auxiliaries were alerted by ILWU
legiskttive representatives that
A.B. 1938 — the bill to outlaw
strikebreakers in California—will
be heard in the Committee on
Industrial Relations on May 8.
The members of the committee
are: Ed Elliott (chairman). Mervyn Dyrnally (vice chairman),
Robert E. Bad ham, Clair Burgen.
er, Lou Cosanovich, John Foran,
iLtffney, Walter Powers, Al
Song and Victor V. Veysey,
1LWU mem tiers anti friends
1,vere requested to "get as many
individual letters and post cards
as possible to the committee prior
to May 8. This is a very important
bill, so please act promptly."
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Following are a number of summaries
of key resolutions or statements of policy
adopted by the Fifteenth Biennial Convention of the ILWU in San Francisco, California, April 1-5.

Unemployment
The rising number of jobless in the United
States is desperate. The problem is more serious
than officially admitted. Yet none—inside the
labor movement, or outside—has come up with
any answer. These are the facts in a capsule:
2 percent of the work force—an aver/
About 51
age of four million persons—was unemployed in
1962. .This was the fifth consecutive year in
which the rate was at least that high. In February, the rate rose to 6.1 percent, almost five
million workers.
Yet this is a period of "prosperity." A true
adjustment of the official figures — including
those who are discouraged over lack of jobs and
are no longer seeking work — brings the real
number up to about 61/2 million unemployed.
Long-term unemployment rose sharply: fifteen

weeks or more rose by 100 percent, six months
or more by almost 150 percent. In addition there
is a flood of new young workers coming into the
labor market—estimated at 26 million in the
decade 1960-1970.
A minimum of two million jobs are needed
each year to absorb workers displaced by automation and other technological advances. Unemployment among minority workers, mainly
Negro, is at double the rate for white workers.
Unemployment among teen-agers was at 13 percent in 1962. Despite "prosperity," economic
forecasters are now arguing about when the
next recession will start.
The ILWU is convinced that the situation
will get worse. Tax cuts won't do the job, the
Common Market won't do the job. Retraining
won't do the job. Big increases in military expenditures won't do the job. A shorter work
week would help, but is no cure. Large scale
public work programs would help but are not
likely to be adopted.

Automation and the Struggle
for Job Security

The struggle for job security has become organized labor's number one concern. Even wage
demands take second place. With growing unemployment, and a flood of young workers emerging from schools clamoring for jobs, the American workers have not faced such insecurity
since the thirties.
Faced with this serious job crisis, few unions
are doing much to protect members. In big
mass-production industries, employers are free
to put in new machines, to close up old plants,
to take whatever steps, including layoffs, they
think necessary to cut costs and make a profit.
Seniority provisions, the worker's main protection, is no help to younger men.
ILWU has pioneered in obtaining job income
protection for some of its members. This union
considers it essential that: (1) Employers must
agree that the issue is a proper subject for collective bargaining; (2) Agreements must provide for no lay-offs because of mechanization
or changed methods, and guarantee work or
earnings; (3) Early retirement with adequate
pensions will help younger workers; (4) A fund
must be established as the worker's share of
the machine.
In warehouse work the impact of new processes in automation has been felt most dramatically. The Convention recommended support
for the warehouse and other divisions to study

The ILWU favors the shorter work week as
a partial answer to growing unemployment. Although it will not solve the problem, a step
forward would lie in a campaign for a federal
law reducing the work week. A drive by unions
to win such a reduction across the bargaining
table would give a needed, powerful lift to the
campaign for federal legislation.
A shorter work week alone cannot answer
the problem of growing unemployment. Any reduction in hours worked means a reduction in
profits. Employers will not yield on this without
an all-out battle. Only a united front of labor,
involving the power of the big unions, could
possibly put it over on a national scale.

any strike by transportation workers a crime if
more than a single local union was involved or
if it interfered substantially with interstate or
foreign commerce. A number of other bills are
aimed at declaring unions or their activities
subject to anti-trust laws.
The present drive against labor is being
caused by demands by workers for increased security. The employers and Congress respond by
saying that strikes are intolerable because of
the cold war. They believe it's all right for employers to make unprecedented profits, but
wrong for workers to strike for job security and
higher pay. Industry has a good thing going in
the cold war and doesn't want anyone to rock
the boat.
The ILWU welcomes the reappearance of
militant labor action and wholeheartedly opposes all legislative proposals designed to keep
the movement in a strait-jacket. The union fears
the tendency of AFL-CIO leaders to compromise as they did when Taft-Hartley and Landrum-Griffin laws were passed. Every local must
make it a number one task to enlist its members in a drive to defeat legislative proposals
designed to further restrict labor's right to organize, to bargain, and to strike.

Policy on Taxes

The Sugar Act

the whole problem and request its international
officers and staff to assist in finding solutions.
Mechanization agreements through collective bargaining are limited. While protection
and some gains are made for a limited number
of members, it does not solve the unemployment
problem. The answer to that problem lies in an
aroused labor movement demanding direct action by the federal government to guarantee a
job for everyone who wants it.

Shorter Work Week

The average American this year will work
two hours, 21 minutes out of each 8-hour day
to pay his taxes. The tax burden bears most
heavily on people with limited incomes. The progressive tax, based on ability to pay, is gradually being lost with the help of tax lawyers,
powerful lobbyists and reactionaries in Congress.
President Kennedy's tax proposal will help
primarily those in higher income brackets. Kennedy's plan is based on the Herbert Hoover
"trickle-down theory" — allow the wealthy to
save and invest more and there will be more
jobs. However, proposed tax reforms are doomed
because the Administration will not fight for
them and Congress will bury them. Tax cuts
will be made at the price of reductions of social
services.
ILWU opposes the tax cut because it will be
at the cost of a greater inequity in the tax

The chief deterrent to decent wages for sugar
agricultural workers is the very US Department
of Agriculture which is responsible under the
Sugar Act to protect workers from exploitation.
Ever since 1934 the US sugar industry has been
protected under the Sugar Act. The act benefits
all segments of the industry except the sugar
workers. The big industrial sugar users are chief
beneficiaries, and their profits are fabulously
high.
Though the Sugar Act requires that growers
pay the workers "a fair and reasonable" wage,
the bulk of the field workers—except for the
ILWU members in Hawaii—are actually worse
off with the law than they would be without
it. The "fair and reasonable" formula has given
government approval to such sub-standard
wages as 361/2 cents in Puerto Rico, 70 cents in
Louisiana, and 95 cents in California. This is
happening when the Fair Labor Standards Act
minimum is $1.15 and the minimum set by the
government for migrant Mexican nationals in
California's lettuce fields is $1.00 per hour. These
low wages threaten wage standards which the
ILWU has achieved for sugar workers in Hawaii
where the minimum hourly wage is now $1.50
and fringe benefits are worth an additional 50
cents. The ILWU will continue a campaign for
(1) proper administration of the Act; (2) legislative improvements to assure field workers at
least a minimum wage under the FLSA.

The Landrum-Griffin Act

structure and of cuts in social services. The
price is too steep for the small tax savings which
would accrue to working people. In addition, the
ILWU is convinced the tax cut would not make
a dent in unemployment. With the present productive over-capacity, new job-creating investments would be insignificant.
Instead of a tax cut, the ILWU favors sharp
increases in government expenditures for the
social services—such as schools, housing, conservation, etc.; also a program to put unemployed people directly to work as was done in
the thirties. The ILWU is on record for tax
changes of direct benefit to our members and to
all workers: no taxes on people below the poverty line; elimination of loopholes by which the
rich escape taxation; repeal of sales and other
taxes that exploit working people.

The ILWU has been one of the principal, but
not the only, target of the government's use of
the anti-labor Landrum-Griffin Act. The ILWU
went on record challenging Section 504 of the
act in the case of Local 10 member, Archie
Brown—in defense of the right of union members to elect officers and committeemen of their
choice. This is class legislation—no business or
professional organizations have such restrictions. The convention went on record reaffirming the union's program of defending all victims
of the act, and working toward repeal of this
anti-labor legislation.

Kentucky Miners' Strike
Ten thousand miners in Southeastern Kentucky have been on strike for over eight months,
(Continued on Next Page)

e mpact of automation or new tee
logy upon labor does not create an unsolvble problem, It simply requires a solution onl
national level which no one is yet prepared •
push. . . . There is something fundamenlly wrong when working people are forced to
ar and distrust technological changes which
n bring all of us a higher standard of living,
ore leisure and more freedom and dignity
human beings. No technological progress
bleb is at the expense of the workers is true
chnological progress. The answers will not
furnished by management. They must come
om the labor movement, from the organizaons which represent the interests of the viems and potential victims of technological

Anti-labor Legislation
The rising clamor for new anti-labor legislation comes at a time when the fortunes of
labor are at a low ebb, and unions are the target of new legislation designed to prohibit or
limit strikes and to subject unions to the antitrust laws.
Senator McClellan (Ark.) has a bill, S288,
which would outlaw all strikes at defense plants;
another bill would prohibit strikes at strategic
defense facilities; Congressman Bonner's bill,
AB 1987, provides for compulsory arbitration of
maritime disputes; McClellan's bill, S287, would
apply anti-trust laws to unions, and would make

From Zeport of the Officers .4
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(Continued from Preceding Page)
to gain higher wages, greater welfare benefits,
safer working conditions, and recognition of
their union contract. They and their families
have been subjected to violent attacks by strikebreakers, police and vigilante groups and their
situation is desperate. Local authorities have
refused to release needed relief supplies, and
there have been disastrous floods in the area.
The Convention went on record supporting the

Social Security
The original Social Security Act was intended to provide a decent minimum income
for all workers handicapped by old age and
disabled for extended periods. Under the impact of technological change, and rising unemployment, many workers displaced are too old
to obtain jobs, while an abundance of younger
workers are available. In many cases men of
50 and over are too old to find employment
under current circumstances, and many displaced workers are forced to accept low pension rates, charity, etc. At the same time many
workers in industry desire to retire at an earlier
age. The Convention went on record to contact
labor organizations to press for improvements
in the Social Security Act.

Minimum Wages
The current legal minimum wage of $1.15
per hour is hardly enough for existence, and at
the same time a number of workers—farm
workers, fishermen, domestic help, etc.—are not
covered by minimum wage laws. The Convention urged that Congress raise the minimum
wage to $1.50 per hour and extend the coverage to many not now pitotected.

families or from minority groups. In addition to
the question of morality, there are grave doubts
that capital punishment has ever deterred
crime. Seven states have already abolished capital punishment successfully. ILWU is on record
in favor of its abolishment. The issue should be
raised in all ILWU locals so that the position
can be made known to the public.

The Fishing Industry
In a series of resolutions the Convention
called on the government to work out a subsidy program for fish producers which would
make up the difference in price paid to the
fishermen by the processor and the price that
should be paid for engaging in such an important and hazardous occupation; also for
union support for the Magnuson bills that provide for construction subsidies to build better,
modern fishing fleets; also a resolution calling
on the President to use his power to negotiate
a treaty outlawing the use of gill nets and tangle
nets on the high seas which deplete the fish
supply. In addition the Convention went on

Medical Care to the Aged
While the Federal government has passed
various laws—Social Security Act, the Kerr-Mills
bill of 1960—to provide government medical care
for the aged of limited means, and under these
laws aged individuals have had some care, there
have recently been serious cuts in the care provided, and many aged citizens, mostly workers,
have been forced to live at the home of families
or relatives, or on charity. Many aged are
threatened with being turned out into the
streets. The ILWU urged thorough investigation
of the present situation, and cooperation with
other unions and interested parties to force government bodies to live up to their obligations to
aged citizens.

The Bonner Bill
These kids need homes ... workers need jobs.
struggle, and notified the miners about the action; also recommended that each local provide
concrete support for the strikers, by assessing
each member fifty cents per member.

Mergers
The ILWU recognizes the need and desirability of mergers which frequently involve the
tranfer of jobs from one local to another. The
convention set forth the following policy:
When jobs are transferred from one local to
another, the ILWU members then holding such
jobs, or who have in the opinion of the International officers, a reasonable claim to such
jobs, shall likewise and simultaneously be transferred with full rights to the receiving local.

Walter-McCarran Act
The Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952,
commonly known as the Walter-McCarran Act,
has in practice proven itself to be discriminatory and unfair, and prejudicial to the interests
and standing of our country among the peoples
of the world, resulting in baseless harassment,
persecution, imprisonment and sometimes deportation of thousands of non-citizen residents
of our country, guilty of no crime under our
other laws.
The ILWU asked that nationality and immigration legislation be revised to conform to the
best liberal and democratic traditions, and that
the present law be amended to provide a statute
of limitations of five years.

Legislative Action
A flood of anti-labor legislation has hurt the
entire labor movement, impeded economic action to win just demands, and interfered with
organizing unorganized workers. A common basis
must be found for common action by working
people, regardless of party. The union should
develop a coordinated legislative program in all
the states where ILWU has membership to build
a unified program.
Realistic goals should be worked out which
will win support of liberals in general and the
rank-and-file of labor in particular. These goals
should be publicized to the rank-and -file of
AFL-CIO workers, as well as those unions close
to the ILWU who support this program.
The ILWU, in developing a state and national
program, will maintain its traditional position
of independence, maximum flexibility, and cooperation with all elements and organizations
that will support a policy of full employment,
extend its civil rights and liberty, and peace.

The union urged the use of labor resources
and political strength to fight the Bonner Bill
which will nullify the rights of longshoremen
to institute third party suits against the shipowners for injury.

Striking French Miners
Over the last few years some 200,000 workers of France's nationalized mines have watched
their wages gradually fall 11 percent below
the scale in privately-owned mines, while inflation is cutting deeply into their purchasing
power and speed-up is intensified. Miners went
out on strike after the government of France
rejected their wage appeal, and then threatened to draft them. The threat was never carried out because of tremendous solidarity by
organized labor throughout France, including
sympathy strikes, a nation-wide work stoppage
on March 5, pledges by dockworkers, seamen,
railwaymen, and transport workers not to handle
coal until the strike was settled. ILWU pledges
full support of the French miners' demand for
wage parity.

Capital Punishment
Evidence shows that most victims of capital
punishment are either from low-income workers'

Our fishing industry is antiquated.
record favoring the Magnuson-Bartlett bill, SB
1135 that would restore the right of fishermen
to bargain directly with canneries and processors. The ILWU also called on the President and
Congress to convene a world conference on fishing and its problems.

All-Pacific and Asian
Dockworkers Conference
A review of the history of collaboration between ILWU and other waterfront labor organizations, including participation in two AllPacific and Asian Dockworkers Conferences in
Tokyo in 1959 and in 1961, points up the need
for continued support to union struggles for

'Labor Must Assert Its Political Independence of
Government intervention in collective bargaining is increasing. It is national policy that
wage increases be held down to the level of
productivity increases and that strikes cannot be tolerated. Enforcement of this policy
has been made easier by mounting unemployment and by existing anti-labor laws and the
threat of more to come. Wage increases have
been getting smaller each year. Last year
they lagged behind productivity.
This is the result of what is falsely called
"responsible bargaining" "in the public interest."
It takes place at a time when profits, executive salaries, expense accounts and stock
option deals are breaking all records; at a
time negotiated, cost-plus defense industry
contracts and sub-contracts are notorious for
lavish waste; at a time when giant monopolies
maintain commodity prices at high levels regardless of demand; at a time when 40 million Americans are poverty stricken, 6 million
unemployed, and the economy is stagnant
because there are not enough consumers who
can afford to buy the products of industry.

The truth is that now, as never before, labor
organizations must reject the entire employer-inspired doctrine that wage increases
are the main cause of high prices. They must
proceed on the Franklin Roosevelt doctrine
that unions and collective bargaining which
force improvements in living standards and
put more money in the hands of those at the
base of the social structure are in the public
interest and essential to the health of our
economy. There is a reason why the Roosevelt
doctrine has been forgotten. There is a reason why today unions which demand or strike
for substantial improvements are opposed by
full federal administrative powers, backed by
hostile and menacing congressmen from both
political parties.
This government policy results from labor's lack of political independence. Instead
of acting as the voice of the working man,
criticizing and fighting against any policy
party or politician which hurts the workers,
the AFL-CIO has identified its fortunes completely with that of the national administration and has thus been trapped into apologizing for and whitewashing every concession
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the right to organize and bargain collectively
and for basic demands for decasualization, and
improvement in wages, hours, safety, and working conditions.
Longshoremen are greatly strengthened at
the bargaining table by assurances that vessels
struck at home and loaded by scabs will not be
unloaded by their fellow longshoremen abroad.
Such solidarity will help dockworkers in many
Asian countries to win the right to organize and
to start on the road toward decent working conditions. ILWU will continue to support and
participate in the all-Pacific and Asian Dockworkers' Conference and to support the longshoremen of Japan in their struggle for decasualization and safety.

The McCarron Act

•
•
•
•

The McCarran (Subversive Activities Control) Act of 1950, hiding its true purpose behind
the familiar anti-Communist front, has long
been recognized as undermining the rights embodied in the Constitution and its amendments.
Labor correctly saw and condemned the Act as
a handy tool for union-busting. The ILWU has
been on record in opposition to this Act from
the first. The Act's union-busting powers were
accomplished by broadening the definition of a
"subversive" organization to make it fit anything and everything and then in denying such
organizations recourse to the NLRB.
The McCarran Act makes a mockery out of
most of the articles in the Bill of Rights. It denies trial by jury, it violates the Fifth Amendment, it orders excessive fines and cruel and unusual punishments, it outlaws freedom of speech,
press and assembly. . . . It is one of the most
powerful weapons to be put into the hands of
reaction in the history of the United States. It
is an ideal instrument for the suppression and
silencing of any union or other movement inimical to the aims of any party in power.
Prosecutions under this Act have already begun, the Attorney General having begun his
attack against our brother union, the Mine, Mill
and Smelter Workers in 1955, and having
stepped up proceedings in 1962 against a dozen
organizations and a score of individuals, among
them members of our union of over 20 years
standing, with an excellent record of service to
our membership: Brother Roscoe Proctor of
Warehouse Union Local 6, Oakland Division and
Brother Martin Jiminez of San Francisco Division.
The ILWU again goes on record for repeal of
the McCarran Act at the earliest possible moment. It urges all locals to demand of the Senators and Congressmen to work for its repeal.

have a slim chance of passing so long as the
Southern Democratic bloc continues to dominate committees in both houses.
The AFL-CIO has continued to drag its feet
in the civil rights battle, and has racked up a
sorry over-all record, beginning with their continuing failure to clean out segregation in their
own locals.
Because this struggle contains so much of
promise, it remains one of the most significant
and hopeful issues before this country. The
ILWU is proud of its record in this fight, both
inside and outside the union. This is not to say
that we do not still have some distance to go
inside our own union before we can say "we've
finished the job." We pledge ourselves to a continuing and intensified effort to get this job
done.

Salute to Justice Warren
The United States Supreme Court under the
leadership of Chief Justice Earl Warren, supported by Associate Justices Douglas, Black, and
others on occasion, has handed down a number
of decisions upholding civil liberties, and the
right of all citizens, including Negroes, to equal
treatment under the law, and to a more equal
opportunity for life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness. . . . A storm of criticism, largely directed against Warren, has come from such elements as racist Senator James Eastland of Mississippi, and prominent Birchites, all enemies of
the trade union movement. The Convention salutes these Supreme Court Justices for their
decisions upholding fundamental American and
human rights.

ri
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Parties and Politicians'
that the administration makes to labor's enemies. With this policy labor has gagged and
handcuffed itself. By accommodating itself
to the politicians in power, seeking respectability and security by going along with Congressional critics such as McClellan, organized labor has practically asked for the legislation which cripples it and threatens to
dismember it.
The trend is rapidly toward a situation
where any effective economic action by unions will be branded as a political action
against the government.
The way out of.this box is clear. Labor
must assert its political independence of parties and politicians—if only to the extent of
the old Gompers slogan of "rewarding its
friends and punishing its enemies." It must
be prepared to drive forward on its own program, utilizing whatever politicians support
it, but not tailing after any political party.
On the political as well as on the economic
front there must be. a fight to torpedo the
policy of the economic guide lines, to shorten
the work week and work day, to secure full
employment and to eliminate poverty.

No Union Is an Island
underlying

"Perhaps most important, and
all aspects of the officers' report, is the fundamental belief that a union must be more
than a union, else it will cease being a union.
Unions came into being as a result of powerful forces at work within our society. They
took shape as a tool in the hands of the working people to advance and protect their interests and to have some determination of their
own destiny. They were part of a greater
struggle which covered the entire range from
civil liberties to social reform. A union which
now tries to escape from these struggles and
confines itself to its own economic concerns
will no longer fulfill its purpose as a union.
Instead it will drift toward the status of a
special interest group, such as a business or
trade association.
"To the degree the unions remember their
birthright and continue to identify themselves
with every movement for progress by every
section of the people, to that extent will they
remain a dynamic and progressive part of
America."
—From Report of the Officers

ILWU-PMA Housing

Civil Rights
The struggle for civil rights of the Negro
people to end segregation in schools and at polling places in the South, continues to gain
ground—against stubborn resistance. While Negroes represent around 25 percent of the population of the South, they represent only 9 percent of the voters. Washington, D. C. under
mounting pressure from within and without our
borders has grudgingly responded. President
Kennedy, to his credit, has ordered an end to
discrimination in housing financed by Federal
funds. Several bills in Congress would improve
the civil rights picture. These bills, however,

to the Boycott Caravan, and the assistance of
the Ladies Auxiliaries of ILWU in making the
boycott effective; to the rare understanding of
the principle of solidarity found in so many
sections of the labor movement.
In addition to these outstanding contributions from so many divers sources, it must be
noted that Local 142 in Hawaii provided $50,000
in hard currency—the largest single financial
offering—which helped so much to solve one of
the logistical problems indispensable for troops
engaged in combat.
There are many, many other important contributions made—too numerous to mention. (An
"honor roll" of financial contributions, and the
amounts given by various locals of ILWU and
others, was inserted.) Needless to say, we are
deeply appreciative of this support, and we shall
not forget, the resolution from Local 6 stated.

Justices Black, Warren, Douglas.

Support Mine-Mill
The harassment of the International Union
of Mine, Mill & Smelter Workers by the Department of Justice goes on and on. Starting in 1951,
the union has been almost constantly in court
fighting a variety of charges under the McCarran Act, the Taft-Hartley Act and others. Although it has racked up victories in all these
court fights, the efforts of the Justice Department remain untiring. Mine-Mill now faces new
harassment under an order from the Subversive
Activities Control Board—triggered by the Department of Justice — to show cause why it
should not be forced to register itself as a "Communist infiltrated" organization. Failure to do
so carries massive penalties. In any case, fighting such harassment carries massive costs.
The ILWU is proud of its long record of support for this embattled old-time union. We condemn the harassment of Mine-Mill and pledge
our continued support to its fight for independence. With the adoption of this resolution the
officers are instructed to make a contribution
to Mine-Mill of $5,000 from the General Fund.

At the urging of the ILWU, the ILWU-PMA
Pension Fund took a pioneering step in the field
of housing on the West Coast, sponsoring a nonprofit, middle-income, cooperative housing development in the heart of San Francisco. Urban
redevelopment programs which aim to clear
slums and build new urban housing have generally failed of their purpose, because the new
housing is too high-priced for the former residents of the area. ILWU-PMA believed that with
sound planning, a cooperative middle income
housing project could be built. The developer's
profit was eliminated and low-interest money
was obtained under FHA. The convention endorsed the project as a sound one, and expressed
the hope that the pioneering steps taken by
ILWU-PMA will lead to similar projects up and
down the Coast and serve as a pattern for other
unions and organizations.

HUAC
In 1961, six courageous Congressmen voted
against appropriating funds for the continuation of the House Un-American Activities Committee. This year, 14 new recruits joined the
original six—all of whom again voted against
the appropriation. This is an encouraging development. The disgraceful record of the HUAC,
topped off recently by its harassment of Women
(Continued on Next Page)

Colgate Strike Victory
The magnificent strike victory won at Col2 months on the bricks, was the
/
gate, after 101
direct result of the combined support of all sections of ILWU, our allies in the trade union
movement, the general public, and of course, the
valor and perserverance of some 400 strikers
who literally out-fought and out-lasted a truly
formidable opponent. Local 6 expressed its appreciation to all the many sources of reserve
strength that were brought into play, and that
contributed so generously the substance which
gave the strikers an opportunity to fight and
win, including all Bay Area locals of ILWU, particularly Locals 10, 54 and 34 for jobs provided
needy warehousemen; to the Teamsters Union;

c41112NP10‘.
Of Course, Haying One Man Do It All, You Get Quick 'Justice'
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(Continued from Preceding Page)
Strike for Peace, has opened the eyes of Americans to the dangerous and irresponsible character of this committee. Opposition has been

gaining heart and strength ever since the student demonstration against HUAC at San Francisco's City Hall clipped its wings in May, 1960.
However, the committee is far from dead.
The appropriation voted for it this year is the
largest in history at the same time that the
Labor and Education Committee suffered a huge
cut. Its power to smear and otherwise injure individuals and organizations including trade unions is still great. The ILWU pledges to continue
the fight to get rid of the HUAC.

World Trade
The ILWU has had a history of advocating
free world trade, and believes the answer to
many of the world's problems could be answered
by a free trade program throughout the world,
in which this country would have everything to
gain and nothing to lose. ILWU pledges to renew
efforts to bring about free trade between the
United States and all the countries of the world.

World Peace Disarmament

We learn to live together

.

Like a never-ending nightmare, the Cold
War continues to mushroom in two directions:
the weapons grow more numerous and more
powerful every day. And the cost—$600 billion
in the last 15 years for military purposes alone
—is beginning to read like a measurement to
some outer planet. That cost is now running to
more than a billion dollars a week for the American people.
The expense and the energy invested in the
Cold War has hurt organized labor and the
American people generally. Programs to raise
living standards have been shelved. . . . Social
advances begun under the New Deal and interrupted by World War II have never been resumed. . . . Organized labor is on the defensive
against ever increasing government controls in
the name of the Cold War. Despite massive and
growing expenditures for the military, the economy continues to sag and unemployment continues to rise.
The time has come to recognize that the Cold
War not only creates intolerable dangers abroad
but also blocks any chance to tackle serious
problems at home. Meanwhile, leaders of the
two great power blocs, recognizing that nuclear
warfare solves nothing and would kill the world,
pledged before the United Nations that both
their countries would work for disarmament,
peaceful competitive coexistence and plebiscites
for national self determination, and are committed to end bomb testing.
The ILWU wholeheartedly backs these
pledges. It feels that much of the tension in
the world could be relieved if the people everywhere were allowed to hold a plebiscite under
UN auspices to choose their own destinies, especially the former colonial countries.
It is time for a change. The world desper-

ately needs not the Cold War but peaceful,
competitive coexistence.

The United Nations
The United Nations was established to furnish a way to solve international disputes by
means other than war. It recognized the "sovereign equality" of all nations and pledged itself
to the task of creating a world in which people
could live in freedom and dignity and divorced
from fear. There were 51 nations at the first
meeting at San Francisco. Today there are 110
nations in the UN. Today it is becoming more
and more the center of the hopes of all mankind as the body most capable of bringing an
end to the Cold War, partly because of the
changing character of its membership. There is
now a bloc of 55 Afro-Asian nations in the UN
General Assembly—the dominant voice in the
Assembly—and the strongest advocates of peace
and disarmament. Many spokesmen for reaction
are seeking a way out. The Birchers openly advocate withdrawal and a "go it alone" policy.
Another attempt to circumvent the UN lies
in the practice of making regional pacts outside
the organization, such as the tariff provisions
of the European Economic Community (Common Market). This comes into head-on conflict
with the aims of the UN, which called for a
number of measures to increase trade by liberalizing tariffs and quota restrictions. The ILWU
is against all attempts to either separate from
or weaken the power of the UN. We pledge continued support.
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Statements of policy and
resolutions covering Organizing, Review of
United States-China Relations, and Hoffa and
the International Brotherhood of Teamsters were
summarized in the last issue of The Dispatcher
(April 19) which also contained reports on constitutional changes, publicity and education and
the 11th Biennial Convention of the Federated
Auxiliaries.)

'Foreign Policy Belongs to the People'
"Foreign policy belongs to the people," the officers of ILWU stated in their biennial report,
but instead news is being deliberately manipulated, the people are being treated as a "nation
of sheep," and foreign affairs are being "classified" out of the hands of the people, and facts
are twisted to serve the needs of the Pentagon,
the White House and the Congress.
• Overseas Delegations Will Help Bring Truth
—One point of reliance this union can trust are
the overseas delegations, and "we intend to continue such overseas visits by our members." The
attitude of the members of the union toward
the overseas delegations is solid union logic, for
we have a stake in working class prosperity in
all lands.
We support all efforts of all unions to cope
with mechanization and will promote exchanges
of information in this field. We will continue to
support the Japanese dockworkers in their struggle for decent hiring and safety conditions.
The officers of the ILWU made the following
summary of their views on foreign policy:
• A massive expansion of foreign aid if properly
set up would create employment at home at the
same time that it would make a beginning
toward eliminating the hunger that half the
world's population suffers from and toward reducing the ill-health that is so common outside
the few advanced countries. The infant mortality
rate in India is 113, in the U.S. it is 26. Life expectancy is 32 years in India, 39 in Mexico and
70 in the U.S. The number of persons per physician is 5,500 in India, 2,200 in Mexico and 800
in the U.S. Average per capital national income
(1952-1954) was $1,870 in the U.S., but only $220
in Mexico and $60 in India.
• Expansion of trade without political strings.
ILWU has always favored extension of trade with

any country willing to trade with us. Increased
trade is money in our pockets. Today, with vast
areas of the world starting up the economic ladder, opportunities for trade are going to increase
vastly—with the new African countries, with
Asia and with Latin America. These are the areas
that are in particular need of the kinds of products the U.S. can produce.
We are not opposed to the principle of the
Trade Expansion Act of 1962. Our objection is
that it is concerned with reducing trading barriers with only a part of the world. We would
like to see the principle extended to the whole
world.
• The first task before us remains the winning
of the peace. Only thus can we clear the way to
tackling the many other problems facing the
American people and our union—such as unemployment, taxes, automation, schools and health
—covered elsewhere in these reports.
• The United Nations is the first and only hope
we have to bring about this desirable end. It deserves our continuing attention and support.
• The first and most important step toward
winning the peace lies in a nuclear test ban.
•Following a test ban, we need disarmament
and peaceful, competitive coexistence.
• The way to relax many of the world's tension
spots lies in a plebiscite, under UN auspices, to
permit the people involved to express their will
as to their national destiny.
• World trade with all countries will make for
employment in the United States as well as clear
the way to lifting the living standards in underdeveloped countries.
• Continuation of our overseas delegations will
make a substantial contribution toward these
goals.

... or together we perish.
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SAN FRANCISCO — Three major
statements of policy furnished the
key to some of the most significant
discussion and debate, as well as the
material for future planning of the
union's course of action, at the recent 15th Biennial Convention of
the ILWU, held here April 1-5.
These resolutions were: 1—Unemployment; 2—Automation and the
Struggle for Job Security; 3—the
Shorter Work Week. The three resolutions (summarized on page 5 of
this issue of The Dispatcher) were
grouped together for purpose of discussion, the ILWU officers stated,
because they cannot be easily separated in today's economic climate.
ILWU Secretary-Treasurer Louis
Goldblatt, in his comments to the
convention concerning the three
resolutions, pointed up the fact that
this is a period in which, at one and
the same time, there is "prosperity"
coupled with growing unemployment; enormous technological
changes and increased production
side by side with a tremendous number of poverty-stricken people.
It is a period; Goldblatt stated, in
which most union officials merely
protest that they do not have the
answers, and therefore don't bother
to look for solutions. Unions try to
hang on to everything they have
and when changes take place try to
blame somebody else.
NEW PERIOD
Union officials tend to lay the
blame on some outside source and
employers usually lay the blame on
the unions.
"We are dealing with a new economic period and we don't know
enough about it," Goldblatt said. "It
is a very odd economic period. I don't
think it is correct to say that it is
similar or identical to periods that
we have gone through in the past.
There is a comparatively high rate
of national production ...the economy as a whole can produce goods
in very large quantities ... and supply a rather high standard of living
for a very substantial number of
people in the country.
"And while that is going on, there
is a by-product--this residue of unemployed that keeps growing year
after year, this residue of povertystricken people, some twenty-five
percent of the American people
who, by every definition in this
country, live within poverty.
POVERTY-STRICKEN
"They are poverty-stricken people. But buried, invisible, unseen,
scattered, displaced, unknown. The
peculiar kinds of unemployment
that are going on today, where the
national economy, the factories, the
commerce and everything else going
on in this country, bypass an entire
geographical area of this country.
They bypass a whole section of Kentucky, or Virginia, or Pennsylvania.
And the industry moves on and out
and people are left poverty-stricken.
These things can happen within the
same economy. . ."
Goldblatt reviewed the meaning of
the term mechanization, in its larger
sense, as it is used today, by both
unions and industry.
"The introduction of any piece of
machinery is mechanization. When
man first invented the wheel,I guess
that was the first step toward the
machine. And by the time he invented something with two wheels,
that became a cart; that was mechanization.
"Automation is quite different.
Automation is a synchronization of
a whole series of mechanical steps
so that they are integrated together,
and as a result can bring about a
completely synchronized flow of
cargo or the commodity, and the
displacement of labor every step
along the way."
Goldblatt pointed to the sugar In-

dustry as a prime example of automation: mechanization in the field,
the disappearance of bagged sugar,
the handling by bulk, storage in
bins, loading in bulk, discharge in
bulk, conversion in bulk at the refinery.
"All the way through the entire
process there is a perfect example of
automation, where every single one
of the mechanized steps for an entire industry have been so integrated that from the very planting
of that seed cane until the time that
a bag of sugar comes off the refinery belt and goes through a Lamson
loader, and automatic palletization,
every single step of that whole process has been integrated and mechanized. And that is a truly automated
process," Goldblatt noted.
SHORTER WEEK
"The issue of the shorter work
week," he said, "while it arises in
part because of the impact of automation, is not necessarily completely related to the fight of a
union around the issue of automation or a mechanization agreement .. ."
The shorter work week is "a sound
issue and a sound fight regardless
of whether a particular industry is
being affected by high-skilled mechanization or automation. A shorter
work week would be sound not only
in a factory that is automated, it
would be sound for the economy as
a whole," Goldblatt stated, "because
even though in another particular
branch of industry there has been
no major revolutionary change, the
cut in the work week is essential so
as to absorb both the float of unemployed and the workers who are
about to come on the labor market
in the next few years."
He noted that during the thirties
the big fight was to win a reduction
from 48 to 44 and then to 40 hours.
PUT PEOPLE TO WORK
"When you cut the work week,"
Goldblatt stated "you automatically
put people to work. And when you
cut the work week, it costs the employers money. That's true, because
the workers are not going to work
the shorter hours without getting
something pretty close to the old
weekly take-home pay at the end
of, say, forty hours."
In addition, he noted that the
struggle for the 35-hour week will
often run into complications because
workers, such as warehousemen,
di
• • • are automatically interlocked
with groups such as the teamsters
and all other forms of transport ...
so that it will take a great deal of
labor unity and broadscale struggle
to get some of the results we want."
Goldblatt delved into the history
of the longshore mechanization
agreement, pointing out that in most
industries, including East Coast
longshoremen, flight engineers, rail-

road workers, and several others the
tendency has been to refuse to make
any changes. When changes finally
come, or are forced upon the workers, union officials can point the
finger of blame to outside sources,
and say that the employer, a government agency, the Secretary of Labor, or "somebody else" is responsible.
SELF-CONFIDENT
"In the case of (ILWU) longshore," Goldblatt said "an attempt
was made to venture out and to negotiate a mechanization agreement.
And it took a tremendous amount of
confidence and understanding on
the part of the rank-and-file. More
than anything else, it took the kind
of security and confidence in the
strength of their own union, which
very few other groups of workers in
this country happen to have today
—a security and confidence in the
strength of their own union to be
able to tackle this problem at all."
"While most change is fearful,
and workers tend to pull away, and
fight any kind of change, here, the
longshoremen have sufficient confidence in their own ability, in their
own strength, in their own union,
to step out and shake hands with
the future; learn how to beat it and
learn how to handle it and learn
how to tackle it."
"While many on the West Coast
still complain, and there are many
bugs to straighten out, Goldblatt
said, "the key thing is that as a result of this automation program,
there was a first breakthrough in
this country where the employer was
forced to bargain around the impact
of the machine so that the workers
would get a share. And up until now
this has been sacrosanct, this has
been a holy of holy areas where nobody could ever tread, no union dare
walk.
"The key that will test the economy, that will test the ability of this
economic system to survive," Goldblatt stated, "is whether employers
can be forced by the organized bargaining strength of unions to take
on the full responsibility of providing every person who wants to work
with a job.
"And if they can't, they're done,
and it's time for a change . . . no
economic system can justify its existence unless it can provide work for
everybody who wants to work."
"If this key concept is understood," Goldblatt said, "and if all
unions united on this principle, then
if a payroll had to shrink, the older
folks would be retired off the top,
and jobs would be made at the bottom for younger workers.
FAR REACHING
"It is in this field where the
mechanization agreement is far
more significant than the immediate
details ... because it has far-reach-

Guests and officials on
Guests on Stage stage
at the Local 6 Annual
Convention April 27 were, left to right, ILWU Vice Presiident J. R. (Bob) Robertson, Local 17 Secretary Frank
Thompson, Northern California Warehouse Welfare and
Pension Director Percy Moore, Local 34 President James
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ing significance in compelling industry to take on the responsibilit:.
to provide job security and jobs,"
Goldblatt commented.
And if private industry can't do
the job, then pressure by unions can
be exerted on government to finish
the job: by large-scale public works,
large-scale public highway programs, the building of new schools,
and hospitals, etc."Some people call
it 'creeping socialism,' but it makes
no never-mind what title they give
it. Where industry fails to do its job,
government must," he stated.
"The machine is something to be
shared by the worker; the economy
is responsible to provide everyone
with a job. Where the economy fails
to do that, it is the responsibility of
government to do it, notwithstanding what names they give it. And
when these things are recognized
and understood by the labor movement, and any way we can contribute to this understanding, to
that degree we will move one step
ahead toward solving problems that
are mentioned in these resolutions."

Conference on
Disarmament,
Abundant Life
SAN FRANCISCO — It was announced here this week that former
Oregon Congressman Charles O.
Porter will be moderator of a panel
of distinguished speakers on "Disarmament and the Abundant Life,"
at a meeting to be held in the Gold
Room of the Sheraton-Palace Hotel, Saturday, May 18, 1:30 p.m. The
meeting is sponsored by the Women's International League for Peace
and Freedom.
Speakers from industry, labor,
government and the community,
will include: Dr. Harold Furst, vice
president, Bank of America and
Governor Brown's Business Advisory
Council; Daniel F. Del Carlo, secretary-treasurer, San Francisco Building and Construction Trades Council; Mrs. Aileen Hernandez, of the
California FEPC; Leon Sloss, deputy-director, Defense Analysis Center, Stanford Research Institute.
Mr. Porter said "a cut of around
$20 billion could be made in defense
expenditures without impairing our
fighting strength in any way . . .
and bring a fresh approach to the
solution of such serious national
problems as unemployment and the
slow rate of economic growth."
With one-fourth of California's
work force depending on defense
contracts, now is the time to plan
for the necessary reconversion when
cut backs occur, the sponsoring
group declared.

Herman, Local 61 Business Agents Joe Muzio, Curtis McCiain, Paul Heide and Keith Eichman, ILWU SecretaryTreasurer Louis Goldblatt, Local 6 President Charles Duarte,
Local 6 Secretary-Treasurer George Valters (foreground),
Local 6 Business Agent Joe Blasqueth and ILWU Regional
Director William Chester.

Alamo.
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By KNEELAND STRANAHAN
When US Supreme Court Justice
William 0. Douglas charged recently
that "the majority of foreign news—
as high as 80 percent—is not put on
the wires when it reaches this country"—he might just as well have
added that this also applies with
equal force to some of the important
news originating in the nation's
capitol.
A classic, if not horrible, example
of this was the almost total suppression of a powerful address on Cuba
and Latin America delivered in the
US Senate by Senator George McGovern, Democrat from rural, conservative South Dakota.
His first formal speech since his
election last November—Senator McGovern's remarks took up almost
three pages of the March 15th Congressional Record—but received next
to no lines in most of the nation's
daily "news"papers, which during
the same week, however, were featuring dozens of scare stories aimed
at inflaming the American public
for war with Cuba.
BESET BY MISERY
Much of Senator McGovern's suppressed speech adds up to a hardhitting refutation of the propaganda
of those who appear to be hell-bent
for another Cuban invasion. And in
the main it confirms the findings
and reports of several ILWU Overseas delegations on conditions in
Latin America, as reported in recent
issues of The Dispatcher.
Warning against what he called
"a dangerous fixation on Castro,"
Senator McGovern said that the
real dangers "to our security in the
hemisphere" are "the economic, political and social ills of Latin America. . . . I refer to the 200 million
people of Latin America who occupy
a vast land potentially rich, but beset by misery, sickness, injustice, illiteracy, malnutrition and misrule.
It is a continent cursed by a social
system that concentrates enormous
wealth in the hands of the few, but
consigns the many to lives of desperate poverty."
"Two years ago," McGovern told
the Senate,"I led to Latin America a
Food for Peace mission which took
us to Northeast Brazil. There we saw
the wretched life of Brazil's 27 million peasants who are trying to survive in the feudal, drought-stricken
sections of the Northeast. There we
saw the miserable mud huts, the
total absence of sanitation facilities,
the villages devoid of doctors, teachers and adequate water and food.
We saw, too, Castro's counterpart,
Francisco Juliao, the flaming peasant leader, urging his wretched fellows to seize the land and destroy
the oppressors."
THE REAL BOMBSHELLS
"Make no mistake about it," continued the Senator from South Dakota, "powerful social forces are
stirring to the South of us. Latin
America is in a state of ferment. It
is, as one observer put it, 'dynamite
on our doorstep.'"
"The real bombshells of Latin
America," he said, "are based on the
following conditions:
"First, 2 percent of the people of
the continent own more than onehalf of all the wealth and land while
most of the remainder of the people
live in hopeless poverty.
"Second, 80 percent of the people
dwell in miserable shacks and huts.
"Third, illiteracy grips well over
half of the population.
"Fourth, more than 50 percent of
the people suffer from hunger and
disease and most of them will never
in their lifetime see a doctor, nurse,
dentist or pharmacist.
NO HOPE FOR ESCAPE
"Fifth, most of the people live
under primitive social conditions
with no hope for land ownership,
reasonable credit or escape to a better life.
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"Sixth, several key countries depend on one crop economies afflicted
by depressed commodity prices.
"Seventh, most governments are
weakened by unjust tax structures,
excessive military budgets designed
to keep the people under control, bad
land ownership and utilization, and
indifference to shocking social problems."
With Senators Goldwater, Keating
and other "war hawks" present, McGovern charged that "we have had
too many post-mortems over the illconceived Bay of Pigs invasion,
which might have damaged our
standing in the hemisphere more if
it had succeeded. . . . We had no
more legal right to undertake air
cover or any other military aggression against Cuba than the Russians
would have in invading Turkey. We
have offensive nuclear weapons, not
90 miles from Russian territory, but
in Turkey on the Soviet border,
capable of pulverizing Russian cities
in a matter of minutes."
Senator McGovern warned that
there "are too many who are willing
to shed the blood of our soldiers in
an invasion of Cuba, and not enough
courageous and thoughtful men giving their attention to the real problems."
THE MOUNTING CHALLENGES
While the Senator urged "peaceful democratic revolutions" instead
of "violent communist-led upheav-

•"

'

SEN. GEORGE McGOVERN
als" and expressed his hope that the
so-called "Alliance for Progress"
would help—although all present experience is to the contrary—he did
emphasize that "our mission is to

point the way to a better life for the
hemisphere and, indeed, all mankind."
And the one real way to accomplish this, pointed out Senator McGovern, is to "move ahead on vital
domestic fronts. We have a gigantic
agricultural plant to be nurtured and
stabilized. We are faced with the
necessity of creating new jobs, educational and recreational opportunities for our young people. And our
older citizens are confronted by rising medical and hospital costs." It is
these and many other "mounting
challenges," concluded Senator McGovern, that we must meet with
"clear mind and steadfast spirits. It
is no longer possible to separate
America's domestic health from our
position in world affairs."
And for ILWU members and other
trade unionists—the moral to this
story about the Senator's speech
that wasn't fit to print in the daily
press is to continue and, if possible,
to expand the program of sending
rank-and -file union delegations
overseas to maintain worker-toworker contact around the world
and to keep American unionists, at
least, informed as to what's really
going on outside our own borders.
Brother Stranahan, a frequent
contributor, is a member of the
ILWU shipclerks Local 40 in Portland.

ILWU-PMA Housing—A View From Balcony

A group of San Francisco trade union officials saw their first view from
the balcony, and received a conducted
tour of the first three-bedroom model
apartment at the ILWU-PMA housing
development, St. Francis Square. They
also discussed at length with ILWU Secretary-Treasurer Louis Goldblatt the
unique low-interest financing arrangement and cooperative ownership that
will bring a better kind of living for
moderate income workers and their
families. Seen above (foreground, center) Dan Del Carlo, secretary-treasurer, San Francisco Building and Construction Trades Council, Claude
Jinkerson, secretary-treasurer, Retail
Clerks Union, Local 648, and president
of the San Francisco Labor Council,
AFL-CIO, listening to Revels Cayton,
Local 6 member, and project manager.
In the background are Eric Lyons, John
Hill, Maurice Hartshorn and Edward
Henning, all business representatives of
Local 648. The lower panel is a view
from the living room.
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Some salmon anglers make ten to
ANGLERS are a peculiar
„1:::1:ing
::
: ::::
:
::
breed of fisherfolk. Most of 'em twenty trips or mi::
off-season
go
around
during
the
.'
:.'...f.7'•::\!
,',:n,.'4
4.14,!:.].
.1,.
with a mournful, lost look on their
;.1...'..:'
face. They may be temporarily
'
,:.
..,
,
.
• ••••••••
shaken from the mood when fellow
;'•1
.•
sufferers gather and discuss their NE:•]1:7;:i••••:,'
•
•
particular symptom of trout mad• •,•'•
•
••
• ness. It's a sort of therapeutic relief.
#
It appears there is no cure for
„
this piscatorial affliction only spas.
modic relief, found on far-flung
trout streams and rivlets, high counM
-. :. •ah.....,'
..-''......-try lakes or low country impoundments.
i
So lift up your hearts you trout
fishing enthusiasts, it's that time of
.
the gates to warm weather
:
Two fraternal dele- year,
.•,:ii4aNiCOPEOR
fishing fun are open.
gates from Australia
for
fans,
due
angling
One pair of
and Japan, who spoke at the ILWU's Fifteenth Biennial Convention at San Frana trout treatment is Harvey Muggy
cisco, April 1-5, visited the Port of San Pedro recently to exchange views with of Bellingham, Washington, winch
ILWU representatives, and continue their study of waterfront conditions and driver and member of Local 7. He into a fighter. Not so William F.
the developments under the Mechanization and Modernization Agreement. Seen and son, Charles will be matching Delco of San Francisco.
Here's a photo of Bill with an
here, framed by the new Vincent Thomas Bridge in San Pedro, are C. H. Fitzgibbon, wits with the wary rainbows of Dageneral secretary of the Waterside Workers Federation of Australia, Bill Piercy, kota creek, just north of Custer, eleven pounder he took out of
Golden Gate—first time out!
ILWU Southern California regional director, John Royal, secretary-treasurer of Washington.
Maxine Delco took the photo.
Local 33, ILWU Fishermen's Union, Tomitaro Kaneda, chairman of the All-Japan
taken
Charles,
of
photo
Here's a
* * *
Dockworkers' Union and Tadao Okano, who served as interpreter for Kaneda.
after he nailed a 13 incher from
those waters.
A LETTER from Bud Toates, PortAWL land, a member of Local 8, takes
us from the subject of angling, back
to last season's deer hunting. He
says:
OLYMPIA—Responsibility for the legislative representative of the
"Dear Fred:
• .,,,,..,,,•••.,.
failure of the special session of the ILWU Puget Sound Council, said
"I've been following your column
.'..,*..
Washington State Legislature to that the measures, which cleared t..":„,.:,.;: . ,.i.:.;. .: ::! ,:4..F...::::;',4E:i.i.'.::':,.44'•':: . .
it', -:•. and noted with particular interest
!filii..
,
,fiit.
..04A:
,
.......•
even consider four key labor-spon- the Senate during the regular sesthe letters you carried from hunters
•,:'.i.itk-'':
' i
sored measures has been placed sion, were re-introduced in the hope ikit
—successful ones, and not so suc;111;f:'',.,:':
cessful; happy hunters and those
squarely on the doorstep of a bi- that they might get past the coali- Ii414 :
*
not so happy.
partisan coalition of Republicans tion-controlled House Rules Committee.
and "seven turncoat Democrats."
"One letter in particular was from
"The bills were referred to ComIn a report to locals, James Costa,
t 4, ';.' •
a hunter, complaining about the
mittees which did not meet—and t '
scarcity of deer in the Wallowa Unit
"-'
were not allowed to meet so they
Hunt in Oregon this past season. He
Z-4
., "VA*41„:44
• Four good hunters missed seeOr41.4
'
•,.:
, s. ,:,%, were dead ducks," Costa reported.
'
41i said
JAAV
t
•
s
The measures called for increasing
,.
mg deer.'
maximum unemployment benefits
. t„ ...- foxt:."I have to challenge that and say
to $49 a week; increasing partial per'They must be blind, near-sighted or
.%>:....‘
manent disability awards to injured
SAN FRANCISCO.,-74
careless.'
A.,,-• ,
workers; guaranteeing collective
the latest list, as o
` "441-,1 ..
"We killed seven deer in two days
*
*
*
bargaining rights for public emof dockworkers re
and could have killed more, but we
various ILWU--PMA pt
ployes;
and a proposed constituhad enough.
.
66
Local 4: Freeman
amendment o pro
any
e area
We saw lots of deer in
Local. 8: Peter Icafivas 0
form of "right-to-work" legislation.
columns is Julian Puentes of 1333 just up the river toward Enterprise
N. KnIeberg, Emil Quist, gir.
Silica Avenue, North Sacramento 15, —but we had to 'heel and toe it'
'WORST'
Corder, Clyde Osen.t4iVallovioN
. g- toward where they were.
The regular and special session California. He is a well-rounded an
C. Camp, Joseph P. Keattk--0,, ,'5I,1 described by Governor Rosellini and ler and has a deep philosophical
"I can't for the life of me under, ,.._, AM many labor spokesmen as the"worstJulian
S. M6dilittte
cal 10: JohnS
eo
outlook on the fishin pastime.
stand the crying of 'no deer' in OrN
-Valenzuela,Beck,
Ear
, , feiliV
,.‘s , , st in the historyof the state" also re- says there is more to the sport than gon, especially in the Wallowas.
da
A.Alfred
Branca, Winslow
'*tier, Jose
‘,.._
fused to heed a federal court man- mere "catching of fish." In other state in the country has the availMartinez, Thon_as.r...er
r-A,t*HH,4
:
0
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Olympia Bi-partisan Coalition
Kills Labor-Supported Bills
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Canada ILWU Lowers
Boom on Comp Board
VANCOUVER, B.C.—In a hardhitting, well documented brief, the
Canadian Area ILWU last week presented its views on compensation to
the Royal Commission of Inquiry
into the Workmen's Compensation
Act of British Columbia.
"The Board as it is presently constituted," the union charged, "and
as it administers the Act is sometimes unfair, unsympathetic, unjust
and even callous. In fact, it seems to
us that the approach of this board
often appears to be that all compensation claims are fraudulent unless
proven otherwise."
The union also pointed out that
the Board seems "to regard its prime
duty that of keeping as many workmen as possible off compensation—
just opposite to the purpose for
which the Act was passed in the first
place."
SPECIFIC FACTS
The union presented many specific
examples of practices evolved by the
board "which place many obstacles
in the way of injured workmen receiving the compensation which is
their right."
These included the fact that the
board will not accept claims for injuries which it cannot see; injured
workmen are often compelled to return to work before being physically
fit; men are sent back to work with
the recommendation that they do
light work when there is no such
light work on the job.
In some cases the board refuses
to grant any compensation whatsoever, even where such workmen's
claims are obviously just, a practice
that "is the rankest sort of injustice

Hard Facts in Oregon

Labor Bills
Fail; Unions
Are Ignored
SALEM—A hard fight is shaping
up on unemployment insurance, Columbia River District Council lobbyist George DesBrisay reported.
The bill (HB 1103), sponsored by
the House labor and industries committee, would raise the minimum
benefit to the jobless worker from
$15 to $20 a week, but lower the boom
on the seasonally employed.
The ILWU lobbyist castigated politicians who use the union endorsement to get into office and then
forget who elected them,and the union members who do not follow
through to give their views to the
men they elected.
LABOR'S FAULT
It is labor's own fault that the
present legislature, now well past
its 100th day, has shown no concern
for labor in the basic fields of unemployment insurance, workmen's
compensation or taxes, DesBrisay
charged in a hard hitting letter to
all locals.
He noted the poor response when
the CRDC called for rank and file
support on bread and butter bills.
This is a condition that must be
overcome, he said. "We are competing with a well-financed, well-organized machine whose resources are
unlimited when it comes to passing
laws that will hinder or destroy the
rights of the working man. If labor
does not see the handwriting on the
wall we are lost."

Answer to Who Said If
Calvin Coolidge, 30th President
of the United States. Coolidge was
usually known as "Silent Cal," except on a few occasions, such as
the one in which he made this
"Immortal" remark.

New Ore Facility
Brings New Jobs

and a source of bitter criticism of
this Board," the ILWU charged, as
further examples were provided.
40 CASES
The ILWU buttressed its case by
citing 40 specific instances from case
histories of injured longshoremen.
The union proposed the board
should cease such unfair and harmful practices and return to the
original intent of the Act which was
"to protect injured workers against
loss of all earnings resulting from
accidents on the job."
It also proposed a number of specific reliefs.
The Canadian Area ILWU has
been highly commended by other
unions for its forthright and factual
presentation to the board.

NEWS OF A
PROBABLE
TAX CUT.
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Pletcher in The Sioux City Journal

"Don't look now, but..."

LONGVIEW, Wash.—A new ore
facility, bringing new jobs to the
waterfront, went into operation here
April 24 when the Reynolds Metal
Company's newly converted SS Inger
began discharging alumina at a new
million dollar dock and warehouse
built for this purpose by the Port of
Longview.
The 22,000-ton cargo — a record
incoming cargo for the port — is
destined for the firm's aluminum reduction plant, and is the company's
first venture into the Columbia River
shipping field. Previously the raw
material came from Texas by rail.
After discharging the ore, the
Inger will proceed to Hawaii to take
on sugar consigned to Galveston.
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Organizing Unorganized Starts at Local Level

FOR

MY DOUGH the most impor- questions: How do we go about
tant thing that came out of the building our local? What is our local
last convention was the conscious responsibility? What are the condiunderstanding of every delegate that tions that exist in our area? How
our prime goal must be to build this many unorganized workers do we
union.
meet in our day-to-day contacts on
And by building the union is the job or in the neighborhood, who
meant one thing—to bring in new could be contacted to become part
members, to strengthen organiza- of a responsible trade union?
tion where it is, and to organize the
In other words the true source of
unorganized where they are.
all organizational activity must start
Every important issue that was re- at the local level.
solved had meaning only if it was
The facilities of the Organizing
based on the premise that we can Department will certainly be made
only have a hard-hitting union if available to every local which dewe keep building. There isn't much sires to work out plans and to dissense in talking about exerting po- cuss where, when and how to move.
litical strength, economic power, and But first of all local leadership must
mass influence — unless you have make the necessary investment in
that strength and power and mass. time and energy to investigate the
My major responsibility as Direc- conditions and the needs within
tor of Organization is concerned with their individual areas.
day-to-day tactics and strategy, as
There's no sense expecting forces
well as the overall mechanics of de- to come in from the outside to do a
veloping strong organization.
job that necessarily must be initiated
This is not done with resolutions by people who know the area, who
and slogans—no matter how much are acquainted with and friendly
good-will is built in, no matter how with workers in the neighborhoods.
high the hopes or how deep the aspirations. A crusading spirit is great,
as long as it leads to a crusade—to ITEAMWORK MEANS we work tomovement, to action, to building our
1 gether—but the job must start
forces.
on the home base. The International

T

THIS IS AN era of vicious attacks
1 against labor from all sides. This
includes government agencies, employers, many do-nothing, old-line
unions, as well as a gang of senators
and representatives in Washington
who have been grinding their axes
to razor-edge sharpness.
What came out clearly from the
Convention, and the resolution on
organizing, adopted unanimously by
the delegates, was the key idea of
"teamwork." One thing is for sure—
organizing cannot be done on any
one level. We've all got to get involved in it from the international
officers right through to the smallest local. There has got to be "follow-through" whenever any action
is begun.
Every delegate, either as a member of some committee or as a result
of discussion on the floor, became
acquainted with the factual problems, the fundamental issues, and
the tactical methods involved in
building our union.
Now the delegates have returned
to their home locals. And it is their
obligation — which they acknowledged by their resounding approval
of the statement of policy on organization—to give a complete report and discuss follow-through requirements at their local meetings.
One of the most important things
returning delegates can do, and locals can discuss, is to re-examine the
conditions existing in each area.
They can ask themselves these key

Organizing Committee has already
started a follow-through program.
We have scheduled a number of
meetings, particularly in Southern
California which is the most promising field for new organizing, and
where manufacturing and distribution industries and population are
expanding at an unprecedented
rate. Opportunities, as was said in
the resolution, are expanding in
many other places as well, and no
opportunity should be neglected.
Another very important point to
keep in mind is that we agreed at
the convention that our concentration must be on organizing the unorganized, but not necessarily alone.
Wherever possible, we should conduct these campaigns in cooperation with other unions. The fact is
as true today as it ever was that our
strength as a union and our ability
to make ourselves felt in economic,
political, and social fields will depend on the strength of the entire
trade union movement.
You, out there in the local areas
from the top of the world in Alaska
all the way down to the Mexican
border and out into the Pacific to
Hawaii, must help by setting the
stage, and we'll move—together!

A Dozen Reasons
Why Women Should Join Union Auxiliaries
(Frona.the Electrical Workers' Journal)

An AUXILIARY is an organization to strengthen and benefit the
cause of trade unionism.
2. The AUXILIARY becomes the trade union college for women to
learn the principles and purposes of trade unions.
3. An AUXILIARY can help in the battle unions must wage continuously in order to survive.
4. An AUXILIARY teaches women why unions raise the standard of
living for them and their families.
5. An AUXILIARY can act as an ally to a union, and unions always
need all the allies they can muster in the economic, educational, legislative and political fields.
6. An AUXILIARY encourages the study of the use of unionism, union labels, house cards and union buttons.
7. AUXILIARIES teach women that the 85 cents they spend out of
every dollar is the most powerful weapon in the market place, and they
should spend it for union-made goods and union services.
8. An AUXILIARY to a Union means added strength to the union.
It teaches the women how they may help to preserve unions.
9. Through AUXILIARY work women can create valuable public relations through their contacts with other women's clubs, churches, and
schools.
10. An AUXILIARY believes the liberal education of children to be
the pre-eminent preparation for a happy and prosperous life, and they
endorse the demands of organized labor for free and compulsory education.
11. Unions are faced with anti-union laws, which challenge the organized worker and must be met with efforts of our women, as well as
the men, to have such laws repealed.
12. Affiliations with an AUXILIARY gives a woman a feeling of pride
in her husband's union, because she understands it.
1.

For information about the Federated Auxiliaries of ILWU write to
Norma Wyatt, secretary, 1840 Madrona St., North Bend, Oregon.

